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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Matt Francis[m.francis@erllc.com] 
Way, Steven 
Mon 10/19/2015 12:35:39 PM 

Subject: Re: Gold King Mine - Monday - Tuesday conference Call - concrete floor beam I floor finish 

See original email 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 19, 2015, at 5:35 AM, Matt Francis <m.francis@erllc.com> wrote: 
> 
> Are you providing a call in number? 
> 
> 
> 
> Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note® 3, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 
> 
> 
> -------- Original message --------
> From: "Way, Steven" <way.steven@epa.gov> 
> Date: 10/18/2015 10:02 PM (GMT-06:00) 
> To: Matt Francis <m.francis@erllc.com> 
> Cc: "Griswold, Hays" <Griswold.Hays@epa.gov>, Chris Hassel <CHassel@harwest.com>, 
NMacgregor@Harwest.com, Christoph Goss <christoph.goss@deereault.com>, Elliott Petri 
<Elliott.Petri@WestonSolutions.com>, Dave Goertz <Dave.Goertz@WestonSolutions.com> 
> Subject: Re: Gold King Mine - Monday - Tuesday conference Call - concrete floor beam I floor finish 
> 
> looks like Monday at 0900 it is. 
> 
> Sent from my iPad 
> 
» On Oct 17, 2015, at 6:40 PM, Matt Francis <m.francis@erllc.com> wrote: 
>> 
» I'm available, prefer 0900. 
>> 
>> 
>> 
» Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note® 3, an AT&T 4G L TE smartphone 
>> 
>> 
>>--------Original message--------
>> From: "Way, Steven" <way.steven@epa.gov> 
» Date: 10/17/2015 5:56 PM (GMT-06:00) 
>> To: Matt Francis <m.francis@erllc.com>, "Griswold, Hays" <Griswold.Hays@epa.gov>, Chris Hassel 
<CHassel@harwest.com>, NMacgregor@Harwest.com, Christoph Goss 
<christoph .goss@deereauIt.com> 
» Cc: "Way, Steven" <way.steven@epa.gov>, Elliott Petri <Elliott.Petri@WestonSolutions.com>, Dave 
Goertz <Dave.Goertz@WestonSolutions.com> 
>> Subject: Gold King Mine - Monday - Tuesday conference Call - concrete floor beam I floor finish 
>> 
>> It is time to have a discussion and resolve the path forward for the concrete work in the adit. It 
appears that the excess Shotcrete mix is not going to be suitable for the floor, and it complicates other 
aspects - such water management. In addition, there are other considerations that have come to light. 
>> 
>> Please let us know if you are available Monday morning at 0900 or after 1200. If not Monday, how 
does Tuesday work ? 
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>> 
>> Call In number: 
>> 
>> Conference Line: 
>> 
>> Thank you, 
>> Steve 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Warning: This e-mail and any attachments contain information intended only for the use 
of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this e-mail is not the intended recipient or the 
employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, any dissemination, publication or 
copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. Although this email has been scanned for malware, the sender 
does not accept any responsibility for any loss, disruption or damage to your data or computer system 
that may occur while using data contained in, or transmitted with, this e-mail. If you have received this e
mail in error, please immediately notify by return e-mail. Thank you. 
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